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Abstract: The enormous development in digital technologies has necessitated the owners to pay great attention in 

protecting their digital contents. Watermarking is used for content authentication and ownership protection. 

Biometric traits provide unique means for individual identification. Biometric watermarking refers to the 

incorporation of biometric in watermarking technology. By embedding biometrics in the host, it formulates a 

reliable individual identification as biometrics possesses exclusive characteristics that can be hardly counterfeited. 

In this paper we proposed a method of embedding owner's speech signal. Speech being a biometric data, the 

watermark signal in this method is expected to be more meaningful and has closer correlation with copyright 
holder. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The rapid growth of digital media and communication network has highlighted the need for Intellectual Property 

Rights (IRP) protection technology for digital multimedia. Watermarking of multimedia data has become a hotspot 

for research in recent years. Watermarking can be used to identify the owners, license information, or other 

information related to the digital object carrying the watermark. Watermarks can provide the mechanism for 

determining if a particular work has been tampered with or copied illegally. 

      In this thesis, we present a novel algorithm for robust audio watermarking in image using wavelet transform 

based on image entropy. The motivation of choosing image as a cover is driven by the fact that human visual system 

is less sensitive than human auditory system thus an image provides better masking effect.The algorithm is based on 

decomposition of images using Haar wavelet basis.The hidden data can be recovered reliably under certain attacks 

such as cropping, compression, noise effect, geometrical attacks and contrast enhancement. As a necessary 

background, a literature survey of the watermarking techniques is presented. The last part of the thesis analyzes the 

watermarking results of wavelet-based watermarking technique on different images and audio samples, using 
various quality assessment metrics. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
Recently biometrics is adaptively merged into watermarking technology to enhance the credibility of the 

conventional watermarking methods [1]. Haiqing Wange et.al [1] has embedded speech watermark in relational data 

bases. To minimize the errors into relations, which are introduced by watermarking, watermark should small. 

Haiqing Wange has used wavelet transformation to compress the speech. Vasta, Singh et al. [2] has embedded voice 

template into the face image for multimodal verification. Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients extracted from voice 

data are embedded into the face image. The MFCC watermarked face image is stored in the database for 

recognition. For verification, the MFCC coefficients are extracted from the watermarked face image. The extracted 

MFC coefficients are matched with the MFC coefficients of query voice data. However from MFC coefficients 
voice is not reconstructed for speech verification. 

     Motwani [3] proposed a method to embed voice biometric watermark in 3D models. Voice samples are directly 

embedded in 3D graphics. However due to high payload of .wav file, 3D mesh files cannot accommodate the entire 

watermark. Bartow [4] proposed a framework that encodes voice feature descriptors in raw iris images thereby 

offering an example of a secure biometric system. The proposed watermarking method embeds a representation of a 

biometric trait, such as speech which corresponds to the identity of owner, in the digital images. As a biometric of 

human being, speech is inherent and does not change along with time, it is universal and easily quantifiable. Using 

speech as a watermark the limitations mentioned above can be overcome. The major challenge in embedding the 

voice watermark is the exorbitant size of watermark itself. 

This paper presents the extended work of our previous implementation in which we are increasing the embedding 

capacity without affecting the perceptual quality of image. 
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III. PROPOSED WATERMARKING TECHNIQUE 
After selecting voice as a biometric watermark, the very important stage is the feature extraction process of 

biometric trait. In [5] Linear predictive coefficients [LPC] of speech watermark are embedded in horizontal details 

of the cover object. As each band in wavelet transform is half the size of host, the embedding capacity is limited. In 

this paper we are presenting a scheme in which embedding capacity of voice watermark is increased for the same 

size of cover object as compared to [5] without degrading the perceptual quality of image. This objective is met by 

following two methods. 
1) More compression of Speech signal is achieved by applying wavelet compression on speech watermark. 

2) Stationary wavelet transform is used as it is shift invariant and as each band is of same size as that of original 

image, it provides more capacity for data embedding. 

Watermarking scheme consists of following steps: 

A) Watermark preparation 

B) Watermark Embedding 

C) Watermarking Extraction. 
 

3.1) Watermark Preparation 

The audio signal is first encoded using PCM encoding technique at 8 KHz sampling rate. As the Speech file consists 

of large number of samples we have applied wavelet compression technique to reduce the size of audio watermark. 

Wavelet concentrate speech information (energy and perception) into a few neighboring coefficients. The wavelet 

prototype function used for analysis is called the mother wavelet. This function is dilated and translated to achieve 

the basis function at different scales. The discrete normalized scaling and wavelet basis functions are defined as 

Φi ,K(l)=2i/2 hi (2i l - K)                           (1) 

Ψi ,K(l)=2i/2gi (2
i
 l - K)                           (2) 

Where are i and k are the dilation and translation parameters and hi and gi are respectively the sequence of low pass 

and high pass filter.The choice of the mother wavelet function in designing the high quality speech coders is of 

prime importance. Choosing a wavelet that has compact support in both time and frequency in addition to a 

significant number of vanishing moments is essential for an optimum wavelet speech compression [6]. Optimum 

wavelet can be selected based on the energy conservation properties in the approximation part of the wavelet 

coefficients. Wavelets work by decomposing a signal into different resolution or frequency bands. Choosing a 

decomposition level for the DWT usually depends on the type of signal being analyzed or some another criteria such 

as entropy. For processing the speech signal decomposition up to scale five is adequate, with no further advantage 

gained in processing beyond scale five[7]. For the truncation of small-valued coefficients,global thresholding and by 
level thresholding is used. With db6 as a mother wavelet and number of decomposition levels four, eighty five 

percent of compression is achieved, which suffice the requirement of data embedding capacity and perceptual 

quality of extracted watermark. 

 
3.2) Watermark embedding 

Watermarking scheme is based on stationary wavelet 

transform domain. Single level decomposition using db2 filter is applied to cover image. The 2D dimensional 

stationary discrete wavelet transform decomposes an image in to four subbands namely LL, LH, HL, and HH. As 

stationary wavelet transform is used, each band is of same size. The decomposed subbands correspond to the coarse 

approximation, horizontal, vertical and diagonal details of the image signal respectively. The challenges are how to 
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select the coefficients and which frequency band. Embedding watermark in low frequency band is most resistant to 

JPEG compression, blurring, adding noise, rescaling, and sharpening while embedding in high frequency is most 

resistant to histogram equalization, intensity adjustment and gamma correction [8]. Although embedding in low 

frequency band survives most of the attack, because of its high energy, any modification to its coefficients can be 

detected easily. We have selected mid frequency band either LH or HL for embedding. While selecting the 

coefficients in mid frequency band, coefficients which have large perceptual capacity should be selected because 

they allow stronger watermarks to be embedded and result in least perceptual distortion [9]. Large coefficients in 

this band are selected for watermarking. The embedding process consists of the following steps: 

1) Apply the stationary wavelet transform on image to decompose it into four bands 

2) Select the LH subband of decomposed image and generate the perceptual mask that identifies the significant 
perceptual components (watermark indices) of the wavelet coefficients. The method employs the largest 'N' wavelet 

coefficients, where 'N' is chosen to be equal to length of watermark  signal. 

3)Insert the watermark into selected wavelet coefficients using additive multiplicative eq.(3): 
                     V’

i= Vi  + α Xi                        (3) 

 Where Xi= The ith watermark value 

             Vi= The original wavelet coefficient. 

             α= the strength of watermark. 

 
As the strength of watermark is increased the robustness of watermark increases and its recovery is good but the 

image suffers visible degradation. So, the value of the watermark strength is chosen as a tradeoff between 

perceptibility and robustness. Generate the watermarked image by applying the inverse stationary wavelet transform. 

 
 

3.3) Watermark Extraction 

Watermark extraction process consists of following steps. 

1) Apply the stationary wavelet transform on original image and watermarked image to get the four bands 

2) Apply the perceptual mask on LH subband to extract the wavelet coefficients that contain the watermark. 

The perceptual mask used in the watermark insertion process identifies the locations of wavelet coefficients in the 

recovered image to look for watermark information. Extract the watermark by using the inverse of the insertion 

equation. The watermark is extracted by using equation (4) 

X
*
 i=  V

*
 i  - Vi / α                                           (4) 

 Where X
*
 i= the ith recovered watermark value 

3) The extracted watermark is in randomized form. Generate the ordered watermark using the same secret key. 

 4)Extracted watermark are the wavelet coefficients of compressed speech which are passed to decoder to generate 
the speech.  
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5)Quantitative measure used to evaluate the fidelity of extracted watermark with original one is the Similarity Factor 

(S.F) which is defined by eq. (5). 

 

Sim (X, X
*
) =  (X . X

*
) / sqrt (X . X

*
)                (5) 

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 
The proposed technique has been experimented on a number of gray scale images and audio clips that were WAV 

files. To study the results of the proposed technique comprehensively, the images were resized. The results in this 

chapter are discussed images namely  ‘Lena’ and while as four audio samples of different durations namely 

‘sample1(1.8s)’, ‘sample2 (3.0s)’are taken into consideration. The performance of the proposed scheme is gauged 

by different parameters. The visual imperceptibility of the audio watermark is measured by the Peak Signal to Noise 

Ratio (PSNR) and entropy of the host image and the watermarked image. The correlation between the original audio 

clip and the extracted audio clip is monitored by the respective Root mean Square (RMS) values of each. Further the 
subplots of original and extracted audio samples are shown for different combinations of cover images and audio 

watermarks.The robustness of the scheme is tested by considering the different types of image processing attacks 

like cropping, rotation, contrast enhancement, Gaussian noise, speckle noise ,poisson noise and salt and pepper noise 

effect. The experimental result shows that the embedding watermark into subband coefficients is robust against 

different types of attacks. 

 

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Images used as a cover image for embedding speech watermark of duration 7sec to 18 sec. are lenna, pepper, 

Baboon, cameraman etc. 
Figure (a) shows the original image, watermark, watermarked image and recovered watermark 
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without any attack. The watermarked image is subjected to common attacks such as JPEG Compression, cropping, 

histogram equalization, salt &pepper noise, unsharpening, weiner filtering median filtering and Gaussion noise 

which are simulated and checked for extraction. Fig.  (b) to (i) shows that watermark survives under different 

attacks. Strength of watermark plays an important role in maintaining  the  tradeoff  between robustness and 

imperceptibility. It is varied between one to three.  

 

Table I readings are formulated on empirical results. The perceptual quality of recovered watermark is fair, and as 

original above Similarity Factor of 0.6. The recovered watermark is noisy but still intelligible for Similarity Factor 

between 0.4 to 0.6. However it does not make any sense if it below 0.4. As the strength of watermark is increased 

the robustness of watermark increases and its recovery is good but the image suffers visible degradation. 

 

TABLE -I 

Similarity factor based on empirical result 

 

Speech watermark recovery 

O    α    S. F    α   0.4     Poor. 

0.4  α   S.F     α    0.5     Presence of watermark 

                                       Detection threshold T=04. 

 

0.5  α   S.F     α    0.6     Average. 

0.6  α   S.F     α    1        Good 
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TABLE -II 

 

Parameter 
Audio 

sample 

No 

attac

k 

Cropp

ing 

(30 %) 

Salt & 

peppe

r 

Noise 

Histogra

m 

Equalized 

Image 

Gaussia

n 

Noise 

Media

n 

filterin

g 

Unsharpe

d 

Image 

Jpeg 

compressi

on 

(Q=50) 

Weiner 

filtering 

PSNR 
A 

B 

41.63 

30.69 

40.23 

30.56 

40.29 

30.27 

40.10 

29.56 

41.20 

30.14 

41.02 

30.19 

40.96 

30.17 

41.25 

30.40 

41.37 

30.47 

MSE 
A 

B 

0.1 

0.029 

0.1 

0.021 

0.1 

0.020 

0.1 

0.026 

0.1 

0.026 

0.1 

0.024 

0.1 

0.022 

0.1 

0.021 

0.1 

0.023 

RMS 
A 

B 

0.011 

0.028 

0.010 

0.020 

0.010 

0.022 

0.012 

0.026 

0.015 

0.026 

0.014 

0.021 

0.013 

0.021 

0.012 

0.021 

0.012 

0.022 

Entropy 
A 

B 

7.58 

6.20 

7.45 

6.10 

7.35 

6.04 

7.45 

6.09 

7.42 

6.12 

7.30 

6.18 

7.32 

6.11 

7.38 

6.09 

7.36 

6.09 

 
From the above table it was clear that the proposed algorithm works well and is resistant to different types of 

attacks. The PSNR, MSE, ENTROPY and RMS values are tabulated in Table-II for one of the three (Lena.jpg) 

cover images. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The main objective of this experimentation is to access the viability of using voice biometric as a watermark for 

copy protection and authentication. Our approach is more intuitive and robust. Using stationary wavelet transform, 

wavelet coefficients of speech watermark are casted in digital images. When stego images are decoded, the speech 

data is completely recoverable and intelligible. In addition, the system's ability to cope with added noise and 

compression of the stego image has been exhibited. The experimental results show that the proposed watermarking 

algorithm is resilient to signal processing attacks. Compared to previous work  [5],with stationary wavelet 
transform, as each subband is of same size, it provides more capacity for data payload . We should be aimed towards 

robustness against geometric attacks. 

 

VII. FUTURE WORK 
Future work should be aimed towards increasing Additional capacity. As watermark is embedded into one of the 

mid frequency band, only half of the image  size coefficients are available for watermark casting. Obviously the 

capacity is upper bounded by the resolution of image. Higher is the resolution of image More is the embedding 

capacity. Security of the algorithm can be increased by using cryptography techniques with watermarking. By doing 

that the algorithm becomes more secure because of the existence of two keys, the cryptographic key and the stego 
key. The scheme can be further elaborated on the color image which can add certain parameters which will act as 

additional security measure, this way increasing the payload capacity further. The work can be extended to video 

watermarking. 
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